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Johnson, Jack en q6rhot

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Entertai nment Licensing

13 March 2017 08:44

Johnson, Jack

FW: PREM/03965/001 Premises Licence Oriental Star Ref:AL/JM/AS/PS

From:
Sent: 11 March 2017 L4:42
To: Entertainment Licensing
Subject: PREM/03965/001 Premises Licence Oriental Star Ref: AL/JM/AS/PS

Thank you for your letter dated 6 March 2011, offering us an opportunity to comment on the above

application for Oriental Star take away restaurant to sell alcohol.

'We approve of the application and disagree that it would contribute to anti-social behaviour and street
drinking. 'We 

are customers of Oriental Star and, as we often work late, by the time we are ordering food the

shop next door (Luckys) is often closed. The nearest place to buy wine or beer to accompany our meal, open

after 9pm, is either Whingate Stores Onestop (a 15-minute round trip on foot) or Armley Convenience Store

on Town Street (also a 15-minute round trip and often an intimidating walk at that time, due to the
drunken patrons spilling out of the Royal public house). If we were able to purchase drinks from the

restaurant it would be much more convenient for us, and the other customers of Oriental Star. The staff in
Oriental Star are very friendly and conscientious and I am sure that they would take the responsibility of
selling alcohol very seriously and abide by the laws already in place preventing them from selling alcohol to
the intoxicated or street drinkers.

Thanks again for the opporlunity to comment.

Regards
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CDEntertainment Licensin

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michelle Garde

19 March 2017 L7:58

Entertainment Licensing

PREM/0396s/001

Dear Licensing Officer,

We are writing in response to the application above regarding the sale of alcohol at the OrientalStar takeaway on

Armley Ridge Road.

We note your concerns re:contribution of the above to anti-social behaviour and street drinking. We note the main
problem being on Armley Town Street.

We live and we do not have any concerns about the sale of alcohol from

this premises. The area around this takeaway is quiet, and we do not feel the sale of alcohol with takeaway food
from this premises, within the times stated, will contribute to this problem.

Furthermore, the takeaway is well run and we do use it on occasion, and we feel the sale of alcohol will contribute
not only to customer satisfaction but also to the profitability of the local family run business.

Kind Regards
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Sent from my iPhone
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